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This Client Alert is a monthly update on privacy and cybersecurity developments as posted on our Privacy & Information Security Law Blog. If you would like to receive email alerts when new posts are published, please visit our blog and enter your email address in the subscribe field.

Recent posts on the Privacy & Information Security Law blog include:

- One Year of CCPA
- EDPB Adopts Guidelines on Codes of Conduct and Monitoring Bodies
- Navigating Privacy and Data Security Issues in Mergers, Acquisitions and Other Transactions
- Texas Amends Data Breach Law: Now Requires Regulator Notification
- European Commission Publishes Results of Surveys on One Year of GDPR Application
- Senate Confirms Keith Krach; Will Serve as Ombudsperson for EU-U.S. Privacy Shield
- Illinois Seeks to Impose Restrictions on the Use of Artificial Intelligence in Job Interviews
- FTC Takes Action Against Companies Misrepresenting Compliance with the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield and Other International Privacy Agreements
- China Issues Draft Regulation on Cross-Border Transfer of Personal Information
- First-of-its-Kind Multistate Litigation Involving HIPAA-Related Data Breach Reaches 900,000 Dollar Settlement
- Belgian DPA Launches Public Consultation on Direct Marketing
- Maryland Amends Data Breach Law
- Key Conclusions from Hunton Brussels Seminar on the Update of EU Standard Contractual Clauses for International Data Transfers
- APEC Endorses Additional U.S. CBPR and PRP Accountability Agent
- New French Data Protection Act and Implementing Decree Take Force
- ICO Reflects on a Year of GDPR
- CNIL Fines French Real Estate Service Provider for Data Security and Retention Failures
- China’s Cybersecurity Administration Issues Draft Regulations Aimed at Protecting Minors
- CIPL Responds to ICO Draft Code of Practice for Age Appropriate Design
- China Issues Draft of Data Security Administrative Measures
- Maine Legislators Pass bill Restricting ISPs from Selling Customer Data
- Oregon Extends Data Breach Notification Requirements to Include Third-Party Vendors
- CIPL Issues White Paper on GDPR One Year In: Practitioners Take Stock of the Benefits and Challenges
- Hunton Brussels Seminar on an Update of the EU Standard Contractual Clauses for Data Transfers
- Pennsylvania County Hit with 68 Million Dollar Verdict in Statutory Damages After Violating Privacy Interests
- Illinois General Assembly Approves Breach Notification Amendment to Personal Information Protection Act
- First Fine Imposed by the Belgian DPA Since GDPR
- Nevada Law Provides Consumers with Limited Right to Opt Out of Sale